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a b s t r a c t

The strength and fracture behavior of carbon fiber reinforced polymer composites with carbon nanotube
(CNT) secondary reinforcement are investigated experimentally and numerically. Short Beam Shearing
tests have been carried out, with SEM observations of the damage evolution in the composites. 3D
multiscale computational (FE) models of the carbon/polymer composite with varied CNT distributions
have been developed and employed to study the effect of the secondary CNT reinforcement, its distri-
bution and content on the strength and fracture behavior of the composites. It is shown that adding
secondary CNT nanoreinforcement into the matrix and/or the sizing of carbon fiber/reinforced com-
posites ensures strong increase of the composite strength. The effect of secondary CNTs reinforcement is
strongest when some small addition of CNTs in the polymer matrix is complemented by the fiber sizing
with high content of CNTs.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The development and use of lightweight, strong, damage
resistant materials determine the progress and efficiency of many
industrial areas, among them, in aerospace, automobile, defense,
sports and energy. For instance, perspectives of renewable energy
development depend on the development and use of highly reli-
able, extra-large wind turbines, working reliably over several de-
cades with minimum maintenance and repair [1] and need
therefore correspondingly strong materials.

A number of experimental and computational investigations
have been devoted to the development of such materials [1e20].
While most widely used polymer composites now are based on
glass fiber reinforcement, carbon fibers composites are attracting a
growing interest of research community and industry, due to their
high to density ration, high strength and stiffness. Replacement of
the glass fiber reinforcement by carbon fibers allows reducing the
weight and improvement of the tensile strength and stiffness of the
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composites [1e5]. On the other side, carbon fibers demonstrate
relatively low compressive strength, and are much more expensive
than glass fibers [5]. Another path of the improvement of the
composite properties, which also is attracting a large interest of
researchers and industry recently, and which is based on intro-
ducing the secondary nanoscale reinforcement (e.g., graphene,
carbon nanotubes or nanoclay distributed in polymer matrix or
fiber sizing) into the fiber reinforced composites [6]. Some
literature show that the addition of a small amount of nanoparticles
into the matrix or fiber sizing of fiber reinforced composites can
be used to improve composite properties, first of all, matrix-
dominated properties (flexural and interlaminar shear and
compressive strength and fatigue resistance of composites) [7e20].
In several works, the positive effect of nanoreinforcement on the
interlaminar strength of composites has been observed [8,9,12]. So,
the deposition of multi and single walled CNT on woven carbon
fabric fibers in epoxy matrix led to 30% enhancement of the
interlaminar shear strength [8,9]. Interlaminar toughness and
strength of alumina fiber reinforced plastic laminates are improved
by 76% due to the radially aligned CNTs in both interlaminar and
intralaminar regions [11]. Storck et al. [12] studied experimentally
the effect of CNTs on mode I interlaminar strength, and observed
that high densities of short nanotubes can lead to the improvement
of interlaminar strength up to 29% (in glass fiber composites).
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Warrier et al. [13] studied the mode-I interlaminar fracture
toughness of glass fiber reinforced composite integrated with CNTs
in fiber sizing, matrix and both, CNTs in the three phases increased
the fracture toughness while CNTs in matrix or fiber sizing shows
decrease of crack propagation toughness. In Refs. [14,15], the au-
thors observed that the crack initiation toughness increases when
CNTs were introduced into carbon fiber/epoxy composites (by 10%
if CNTs in sizing and by 25% if in matrix) [16]. Zhou et al. [17]
demonstrated that 2 wt% carbon nano-fibers in matrix improved
the interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) by 22.3%. The coating on the
glass fibers with single-wall CNTs increased the ILSS of composites
by 35% [18,19]. Gojny et al. [20] showed that multiple-wall CNTs in
the matrix enhanced the ILSS of composites. Through the contri-
bution of CNTs to the fiber bridging and interfacial strength, the
CNTs in the matrix lead to the improvement of the fracture
toughness of composites. Adding the CNTs in fiber sizing leads to
the creation of tough and stiff region around fibers thus improving
the interfacial shear strength of composites [16].

While the high potential of carbon fiber reinforced composites
with secondary nanoreinforcement have been demonstrated in
many works, the question arises how the nanoparticles content,
distribution, localization and orientation influence the strength of
the composites. In this paper, experimental and computational
investigations of strength and damage mechanisms of carbon fiber
reinforced polymer composites with secondary CNT nano-
reinforcement were presented. The effect of the availability and
distribution of CNTs (in fiber sizing and in matrix) was studied, in
terms of the damage mechanisms, intralaminar and interlaminar
fracture strength of the composites.
2. Materials and testing methodology

2.1. Materials and samples

In order to investigate the effect of secondary nanoreinforce-
ment on the damage and failure behavior of hierarchical compos-
ites, a series of experimental investigations was carried out. Six
types of samples had been fabricated and tested: carbon fiber/
epoxy composites with and without CNTs in matrix, with and
without CNTs in the fiber sizing, with varied content of CNTs in the
fiber sizing, as well as with virgin matrix and sizing (Table 1). The
following components of the composites were used for the fabri-
cation of samples:
2.1.1. Matrix
An epoxy resin based on diglycidylether of bisphenol A (DGEBA)

formulated for hotmeltprepreg processing with hardener Aradur-
5021 was used as a matrix. The glass transition temperature of
the neat resin was around 110 �C, density ~1.18 g/cc, CTE 66 � 10�6/
�C, Young modulus 2.7 GPa. The epoxy matrix without nanotubes is
referred below as EP.
Table 1
Specimens and their components.

Identification code Sample code

85/EP CF0/EP-n
85/EPNT CF0/EPNT-n
87/EP CF50/EP-n
87/EPNT CF50/EPNT-n
86/EP CF25/EP-n
86/EPNT CF25/EPNT-n
2.1.2. Carbon nanotubes and modification of matrix
Multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) were produced and

supplied by Nanocyl (Belgium) e (Nanocyl®-7000 series). The
nanotubes have average diameter of 9.5 nm, Average length: 1.5
micros (obtained from SEM/TEM analysis), specific surface of
250e300 m2/g and carbon purity >90%. The MWCNTs were
dispersed in the epoxy resin, with the concentration 0.5 wt%. The
homogenous dispersion was achieved using calendaring equip-
ment consisting of three rolls which generate high-shearing
forces by controlling the spacing between them and their
speed. The epoxy matrix with nanotubes is referred below as
EPNT.

2.1.3. Carbon fibers and their sizing
The carbon fibers (Toho Tenex) were directly coated with

MWCNTs size by Nanocyl (Belgium) without removal of the
commercial sizing. The coating was done by drawing the fibers
through water soluble, epoxy-compatible phenoxy-based sizing
having varied weight percentage of MWCNTs and subsequent
drying at 120 �C.The properties of commercial carbon fibers are
as follows: Toho Tenex (Grade 12 K, Tex-800) Density (gm/cc) 1.76
Diameter (mm) 10, Tensile strength3920 MPa, Tensile modulus
234 MPa, failure strain 1.7%. The descriptions of modified fibers
are shown in Table 2. Fig. 1 shows SEM images of modified carbon
fibers.

2.1.4. Fabrication of composites
The CNT-fiber reinforced unidirectional (UD) composites were

produced using a drum winder. Once the prepregs were prepared,
they were stored in a refrigerator at temperature ~ �18 �C. Finally,
UD composite plates were produced. The prepregs were cut into
sheets with dimensions 300 mm by 300 mm. To produce a com-
posite plate, eight such prepregs were laid up in unidirectional fiber
orientation and were cured at 120� for 60 min followed by a post
curing step at 140 �C for 120 min. The laminates were produced in
an autoclave at vacuum of �0.65 to �0.70 bar, in a vacuum bag
using peel-ply and bleeder. Flow of the resin was consistently seen
in the bleeder. The amount of the bled resin depends upon the
viscosity of the resin system (epoxy or epoxy with CNTs). Com-
posite laminates with a thickness of about 2.5e3.5 mm were ob-
tained with the final fiber volume fraction in the range from 50 to
55% (ASTM D3171). Fig. 2 shows the scheme of composite prepa-
ration with the prepreg technique.

2.2. Specimen preparation

Water jet technology (OMAX-2626xP/30HP Jet Machining),
available at Chongqing University was employed to cut composite
plates into cuboids' shape. Widths of margins of each cutting edge
were set as 2 mm. The dimensions of specimen are given in Table 3.
Polished specimen were cleaned in alcohol by ultrasonic clearing
machine for 5 min, then gilt by ion sputter for 200 s (gilding layer
would be approximately 11 nm in thickness which does nearly no
Materials description

No MWNTs in fiber sizing and pure matrix
No MWNTs in fiber sizing and 0.5 wt% MWNTs in matrix
50% MWNTs in fiber sizing and pure matrix
50% MWNTs in fiber sizing and 0.5 wt% MWNTs in matrix
25% MWNTs in fiber sizing and pure matrix
25% MWNTs in fiber sizing and 0.5 wt% MWNTs in matrix



Table 2
Description of modified carbon fibers.

Identification code Batch number Materials description

85 FL-C7200/1585 1 Kg of 800 tex Carbon fibers were coated with 0.5% nominal solids with pure sizing (no MWNTs)
87 FL-C7200/1587 1.05 Kg of 800 tex Carbon fibers coated with 0.5% nominal solids with sizing containing MWNTs (50:50)
86 FL-C7200/1586 0.94 Kg of 800 tex Carbon fibers coated with 0.5% nominal solids with sizing containing MWNTs (25:75)

Fig. 1. SEM images of carbon fibers with MWNTs size.

Fig. 2. Schematic view of composite preparation.
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effect on observation of micro-structure) after the alcohol was
evaporated completely. All the specimens were divided into 6
categories with respect to the dispersing location and volume
fraction of CNTs. 6 specimens were prepared for each category, 36
specimens totally.
2.3. Short beam shearing tests

Short Beam Shearing (SBS) tests were carried out corresponding
to the ASTM-D2344 standard [21]. The SEM fatigue testing system
available at China University of Mining and Technology in Beijing



Table 3
Dimensions of specimen.

Specimen code Specimen dimensions
(unit: mm)

Length
L/mm

Width
W/mm

Thickness
T/mm

CF0/EP 25 ± 1 6 ± 0.3 3.6 ± 0.1
CF0/EPNT 25 ± 1 6 ± 0.3 4.1 ± 0.1
CF50/EP 25 ± 1 6 ± 0.3 2.3 ± 0.08
CF50/EPNT 25 ± 1 6 ± 0.3 4.4 ± 0.06
CF25/EP 25 ± 1 6 ± 0.3 2.7 ± 0.1
CF25/EPNT 25 ± 1 6 ± 0.3 3.5 ± 0.1
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(developed and provided by Shimadzu Co., Japan) was used in the
experiments (see more details in Refs. [22e24]). This system con-
sists of loading device, SEM and data collection device. Full digital
servo hydraulic control allows loading up to ±10 KN and load fre-
quency of 1� 10�5e10 Hz. SEM employed during the loading pro-
cess allows observing micro-structural change of specimen, and
data collection device helps displaying loadedisplacement of the
whole loading process. Displacement controlled loading with a
speed of 2 � 10�3 mm/s was applied to the specimens. The load-
deflection data and curves were recorded by the SEM automati-
cally. During the loading process, the in-situ SEM pictures were
taken.

The Interlaminar Shearing Stress (ILSS) were calculated by
ILSS ¼ 3Pn

4bt, where pn means maximum load, b and t represent width
and thickness of specimen, respectively. It should be noted that this
value is defined as interlaminar shearing stress only assuming that
the specimen fails by interlaminar cracking indeed. If more or other
mechanisms participate, this value still characterizes the material
strength, but only in more general case.
3. Failure mechanisms in hierarchical carbon/CNT
composites: experimental investigations

3.1. Deformation behavior of the composites

Fig. 3 shows the forceedeflection curves obtained in the ex-
periments. The specimen without CNTs in matrix (Fig. 3a, c, e)
underwent an initial cracking when their load-deflection curve
arrived at the near-peak points, then their load-deflection curve
begins to fluctuate and decreases gradually. Initial cracking of
specimen with certain volume fraction of CNTs in the matrix
(Fig. 3b, d, f) has been observed when the load-deflection curve
reached nonlinear region, which is longer than that for the spec-
imen without CNTs in matrix.

In the composites with high content of CNTs in fiber sizing (50%)
(Fig. 3b, d), the shear stress remained quite high even after load-
deflection curve went the peak points. For the composites with
lower fraction of CNTs (25%), this effect was not observed. This
demonstrates that the CNTs in the fiber sizing play a positive role of
increasing the delaminating resistance of CFRP, however, the frac-
tion of CNT should be rather high. This corresponds to the results by
Storck et al. [12] who observed that especially high densities of
CNTs grown on fibers leads to the drastic improvement of inter-
laminar strength of composites.

Fig. 3 also shows that the initial delamination took place in all
specimens before their loadedeflection curves reach the peak
points. In order to compare and obtain the ILSS, the normalized
interlaminar shear stress were calculated based on the equation of
ILSS according to ASTM-D2344. The normalized interlaminar shear
stressedeflection curves are shown in Fig. 4a. Fig. 4b gives the
average interlaminar strengths for the considered composites.
From Fig. 4a and b, it can be seen that the specimens with CNTs
distributed in the matrix (CF0-EPNT and CF50-EPNT) have the
highest ILSS, while the specimens without CNTs at all (CF0-EP)
show the lowest ILSS values.

Comparing the ILSS values, one can conclude that the addition of
CNTs in the matrix leads to the increase of ILSS by 77% (without any
modifications of sizing). The addition of CNT in the fiber sizing
(keeping matrix CNT free) increases the toughness by 36%e53%.
The addition of both CNTS in fiber sizing and in matrix leads to the
increase in the ILSS by 42%e88%. The strong role of CNTs in matrix
is related with the fact that the failure mechanism is controlled by
interlaminar cracking (i.e., strongly matrix controlled). Thus, one
can conclude that adding secondary CNT reinforcement in the
composite leads to the increase of the fracture resistance of
composites.

The observations correspond to results reported in the litera-
ture. So, Wicks and colleagues also observed the increased inter-
laminar toughness and strength of alumina fiber reinforced plastic
laminates (by 76% and 9%, respectively) due to the CNTs in inter-
laminar and intra-laminar regions [11]. Wichmann et al. [50] re-
ported 16% improvement of interlaminar shear strength by adding
0.3 wt% CNTs to the matrix of glass composites.
3.2. Failure process and mechanisms

Figs. 5 and 6 show the micrographs of the damaged and cracked
specimen. In the specimens with the virgin matrix, the peak stress
and the end of linear deformation stage corresponded to the point
of the initial delamination of the composite (Fig. 5aec). The
stressestrain curves went down after the delamination crack
formed. With increasing deformation, the delaminating crack did
not propagate further, but turned into the delaminated layers
fractured at the crack tips. The stressestrain curve fluctuated and
went down after the formation of new delamination cracks and the
layer breakage.

Specimen with nano-reinforced matrix (Fig. 5d, e) did not show
apparent damage in the early stages of nonlinear deformation.
Only, after the initial delamination, the slope of the load-deflection
curves becomes negative while the load still increases. The inter-
laminar crack propagation led to the slight decrease in load-



Fig. 3. Loadedeflection curve of specimen (a) CF0-EP, (b) CF0-EPNT, (c) CF25-EP, (d) CF25-EPNT, (e) CF50-EP, (f) CF50-EPNT.
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deflection curves (except for the specimen CF25-EPNT), while the
stiffness of the material still remained high.

In the specimens CF0-EP, CF0-EPNT and CF50-EPNT, cracks
forming in the fiber/matrix interfaces and developing parallel to
the layers have been observed inside the plies. In the specimen
CF50-EP, only interlaminar crack propagation was observed. In the
specimen CF25-EPNT, both cracks inside the plies (intralaminar
cracking) and interlaminar crack just near the intralaminar crack
was observed. In the specimen CF50-EP, the delaminating area
could not be identified. Further, specimens with CNTs in matrix
(Fig. 5def) have more delaminated layers than the corresponding
specimen without CNTs in matrix (Fig. 4aec), while they under-
went less layer fracture during the loading process. Fig. 5aec shows
that delaminated layers in the specimens without CNTs in the
matrix failed immediately after the load-deflection curves surpass
the peak load. The broken plies show compressive patterns.

Comparing the detailed SEM pictures of specimens with virgin
matrix (Fig. 6aec), and with virgin fiber sizing CF0-EP, one can see
that the cracks in the broken plies run across the middle area of
specimen. The fibers in the delaminated layer have smooth surface.
The delaminating crack in CF0-EPNT propagated along the fibers/
sizing interface.
When the fiber sizing contains 25% of CNTs (CF25-EP and
Fig. 6c), fiber pull-out took place during the shearing process. The
fiber surface is rough, contains fractured fiber sizing while the fiber
sizing around the broken fibers was debonded to some extent.
Apparently, a crack propagated along the sizing/matrix interface,
also, through the fiber sizing, then which lead to fiber pull-out or
shear fracture. From the SEM micrographs (Fig. 6def), one can see
that the plies were cracked after the delaminating cracks propa-
gated to some extent. In the specimens with 25% CNTs in fiber
sizing, the plies were broken in middle area of specimens and
delaminating crack propagated through the layers.

When the fiber sizing contains 50% of CNTs (CF50-EP), the frac-
ture surface along the fibers is quite rough, and some matrix parts
still adhered to the fiber surface after delamination. Thus, the crack
initiated in the matrix propagated along the fibers or sizing/matrix
interface, along a quite zigzagged path controlled by the CNTs.

It is of interest to compare these results with some literature
data. Zhang et al. [51] and Sager et al. [52] tested carbon/CNT/epoxy
hierarchical composites with various sizings and orientations of
MWCNT, and observed that randomly oriented CNTand aligned CNT
ensure 71% and 11% increase of interfacial shear strength as
comparedwith unsized fibers. In Refs. [14,15], the authors compared
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Fig. 4. Normalized interlaminar shear stressedeflection curve (a) and average inter-
laminar shear strength (balk diagram) (b).
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the composites with CNTs dispersed in matrix and distributed in
fiber sizing. They observed that the crack initiation toughness in-
creases by 10% if CNTs in sizing and by 25% if in matrix [16].

One can conclude that the nanoreinforcement in the matrix
changes the mechanism of degradation of laminates. The matrix
(also interlaminar) fracture and the fiber/matrix interface
debonding can be considered as competing processes. Adding CNTs
into fiber sizing leads to the improvement of the fiber/polymer
bonding strength. In the case when the fiber sizing contains rela-
tively high volume of CNTs (while the matrix is not nano-
reinforced), the fiber/matrix debonding is delayed/stopped, thus,
making the matrix the weakest element in the system. So, only the
delamination/cracking between the plies takes place. In the case of
nanoreinforced matrix, rather intralaminar cracking takes place.

4. 3D computational modeling of carbon/CNT composites

In this section, 3D computational studies of the damage and
fracture in the CNT reinforced carbon fiber composites were carried
out and compared with the experimental results.

4.1. 3D multiscale unit cell model

With view on the large difference of the dimension scale of the
fiber reinforced composite (macro-scale) and CNTs reinforcement
(nano-scale), the concept of macro-micro multiple-step modeling
was used here [25], to simulate the damage evolution in the
material. A number of 3D computational unit cell models reflecting
the composite structures should be generated. For this, a special
Python based software code for the automatic generation of unit
cells with multiple cylinder-like reinforcements [25e31] was
generalized and improved. The newly developed code allows to
generate hierarchical FE models with pre-defined structures,
including the macro-scale unit cell (with unidirectional/misaligned
fibers and variable fiber content) and lower scale unit cell model
(with aligned/random oriented carbon nanotubes, surrounded by
the effective interface layers, see Refs. [30,31]), automatically. A
hierarchical computational (finite element) model of the composite
CF50/EP with CNTs in fiber sizing (50%) is shown in Fig. 7a.

4.2. Damage analysis implementation

The damage and fracture model was developed following
[25,26,29]. The procedure of numerical simulation of damage evo-
lution in nanocomposites includes two steps: damage onset and
damage propagation [25,32]. The initial defects are introduced by
subjecting the unit cell to a quasi-static load. The onset of a crack in
a graphene reinforced composite is governed by the maximum
principal stress criterion, which can be defined as f ¼ fhsmaxi=s0maxg
[33]. Here, f denotes the maximum principal stress ratio and the
damage crack will be formed when f¼ 1. s0max stands for the
maximum allowable principle stress and the symbol 〈〉 is Macaulay
brackets which lets the smax has the alternative value of 0 or mix
when mix< 0 or smax � 0, respectively.

To model the crack propagation, 3D power law
ðGI=GIcÞa þ ðGII=GIIcÞb þ ðGIII=GIIIcÞg � 1 was used [34]. Here, the
symbol G, denotes the strain energy release rate parameters and
indices I, II, III stand for the three fracture modes. The index c
represents the critical values of strain energy release rate (the
fracture toughness). a, b, g are parameters and are assigned the
value of 1.

The numerical simulation works are carried out with the com-
mercial FE code ABAQUS/STANDARD (version 6.11). The three-
dimensional 4-node linear tetrahedron element C3D4 is used for
meshing. The virtual crack closure technique (VCCT) [35,36] is used
to calculate the strain energy release rate and the linear elastic
fracture mechanics (LEFM) approach and the framework of
extended-FEM (xFEM) method [37,38] are involved to implement
the crack evolution analysis.

4.3. Material properties

The materials and component properties are summarized in
Table 4. For the strain energy release rate for fibers, we used the
formulation by Pinho et al. [45]:

GIcjfiber ¼ 2GIcjlaminate � GIcjmatrix intra (1)

here, GIcjfiber, GIcjlaminate and GIcjmatrix stands for the critical strain
energy release rate for fiber, the fiber reinforced laminate and the
matrix, respectively. When choosing the micro- and nanoscale
input data, we sought to use the same values as in our previous
works, to make results comparable.

4.4. Computational experiments: effect of CNT distribution on
damage and fracture of CNT/carbon fiber composites

In this section, results of the computational studies of the effect
of CNT distribution on the damage and strength of hierarchical
CNT/carbon composites are presented.

Fig. 7b shows the calculated shear stressestrain curves. It can be
seen that the obtained strengths of the composites differ from



Fig. 5. Delaminating process of specimen (a) CF0-EP, (b) CF25-EP, (c) CF50-EP, (d) CF0-EPNT, (e) CF25-EPNT and (f) CF50-EPNT.
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experimental data, and are in some cases up to 50% higher. The
reason is (as mentioned above) that, instead of determining the
input data by inverse modeling, we used the literature data for
constituent properties. However, comparing the strengths (peak
stresses) of the considered models, one can observe the following
tendencies.

Adding the CNT in the polymer matrix increases the strength by
70 … 77% (for CNT-free sizing and 50% CNTs in sizing). The intro-
duction of 50% CNT in the fiber sizing leads to the 11% increase of
strength (no CNT in matrix). The introduction of both 50% of CNT in
sizing and CNT in the matrix leads to the 42% … 88% increase of
strength (the higher the more the CNT content in the sizing) as
compared with the CNT-free material. Comparing these data with
the results of the section 0, we can see that the relations between
results of simulations well correspond to some experimental re-
sults: 77% difference between composites with andwithout CNTs in
matrix, and 42%… 88% strength increase due to adding CNT both in
fiber sizing and in matrix. The effect of adding CNT in the fiber
sizing (keeping matrix CNT free) obtained in simulations is much
lower than that that observed in the experiments (11% versus 36…

53%) (what hints on the possible othermechanisms, not included in
our purely mechanical model).



Fig. 6. Topography of delaminating cracks in specimen (a) CF0-EP, (b) CF0-EPNT, (c) CF25-EP, (d) CF25-EPNT, (e) CF50-EP and (f) CF50-EPNT.
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Fig. 7. Multiscale finite element model of the composite with 50% CNTs in sizing (a)
and simulated stressestrain curves (b) and model-experiment comparison (c).
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4.5. Discussion and comparison with literature data

In this section, we seek to compare the obtained theoretical and
experimental results, as well as compare themwith literature data.

Fig. 7c shows the curve of normalized shear strength for different
structures obtained numerically and experimentally in the sections
Table 4
Materials and component properties.

Constituent Elastic properties Strength

Polymer (epoxy) matrix Young's modulus of 1.9 GPa, Poisson's
ratio of 0.37

tensile stre
strength of

Carbon fiber, radius 4 mm Young's modulus 276 GPa, Poisson's
ratio is 0.37 [40]

tensile and
3000 MPa
respectivel

Carbon fiber/matrix interface;
thickness 1.0 mm

EC-M ¼ 27.79 GPa [44] tensile stre

Carbon nanotubes (CNT) radius
0.01 nm; length 0.8 mm

Young's modulus of SWCNT 1 TPa;
Poisson ratio is 0.2 [41]

tensile stre

CNT/matrix interface Young modulus 3.74 GPa, following
the inverse analysis of
grapheneeepoxy interface [14]
3e4. The peak strength values were normalized by the average
values over all cases. While the developed model is still very ideal-
ized (first of all, with view on the nanoscale structures), the simu-
lated and experimental results do show close tendencies, and
demonstrates qualitatively the correspondence between our nu-
merical and experimental results. Further steps in this work will
include the development of more detailed models, taking into ac-
count clustering, misalignment and non-ideal shapes of CNTs. The
numbers obtained in the sections 3 and 4 are comparable with the
estimations of the effect of CNTs on the composite properties given
in Refs. [8e20]. It is of interest to compare our observationswith the
results of push-out test presented in Ref. [16]. The authors observed
that the CNT additions (on matrix, on fibers or both) increased the
peak forces in all cases, but the strongest effect (~3 times increase,1.5
timesor stronger thanother cases)was for theCNTreinforcementon
fibers with neat epoxy. Godara and colleagues observed that adding
MWCNTs intofiber sizing improves the interfacial shear stress (IFSS),
but the combination of CNTs on fiber sizing and in matrix was less
effective, or even decrease the IFSS in the fiber push-out test. It is of
interest that also in our cases, the average shearing strength is the
highest for the compositeswith CNTaroundfibers, not in thematrix.
The difference here is at the level of 21% (25% CNT) up to 81% (50%
CNT in fiber coating). These numbers are very close to the numbers
from Ref. [16]. The ILSS decrease tendency after adding 25% CNTs or
more in fiber sizing and matrix is seen also in Fig. 7c.

It is of interest further to compare our observations with the
results of the short beam shear experiment presented in Ref. [53].
Rahman et al. [53] dispersed amino-functionalized multiwall
nanotubes (from 0 to 0.4 wt%) into the resin and also dispersed on
the glass fiber surface. The highest ILSS is observed for the sample
with 0.3 wt% CNTs [53]. TEM observations demonstrated that ILSS
decreases with 0.4 wt% CNTs because of high surface area of
nanotubes. This phenomenon also can be seen in our studies, after
adding 25% CNTs into the fiber sizing.

According to [19,54e56], CNTs located in the interlaminar re-
gion increase ILSS by 2e45%, depending on the type, content and
surface chemistry of CNTs. It is reasonable that the high content of
CNTs in matrix may emerge into the interlaminar region thereby
increasing the ILSS to some extent. Thus, relatively high content of
CNTs in fiber sizing may reduce ILSS because of the high surface
area while the CNTs in the matrix may increase the crack resistance
in the interlaminal region.

Therefore both the experimental and numerical results in Fig. 7c
undergo an increase tendency after the total content of CNTs in
fiber sizing (which may disperse into interlaminar region) and
matrix was relative high. The SEM picture on Fig. 6f also shows that
Threshold and critical strain energy release rates

ngth of 68 MPa, compression
88 MPa [39].

GIth ¼ 0.06 kJ/m2 [46], GIc ¼ 0.173 kJ/m2 [46],
GIIth ¼ 0.24 kJ/m2, GIIc ¼ 0.49 kJ/m2 [46],
GIIIth ¼ 0.306 kJ/m2, GIIIc ¼ 0.49 kJ/m2 [47,48]

compressive strengths are
and 2800 MPa,
y [39].

GIth ¼ 0.098 kJ/m2 (Eq. (1) and [48]),
GIc ¼ 0.636 kJ/m2 (Eq. (1) and [47]),
GIIth ¼ 0.712 kJ/m2 (Eq. (1) and [49]),
GIIc ¼ 3.744 kJ/m2 (Eq. (1) and [49]),
GIIIth ¼ 1.598 kJ/m2, GIIIc ¼ 7.978 kJ/m2

ngth of 68 MPa Carbon-matrix interface: GIth ¼ 0.079 kJ/m2 [48],
GIc ¼ 0.403 kJ/m2 [47], GIIth ¼ 0.476 kJ/m2 [49],
GIIc ¼ 2.117 kJ/m2 [49], GIIIth ¼ 0.952 kJ/m2,
GIIIc ¼ 4.234 kJ/m2

ngth 30 GPa [42,43]

CNT-matrix interface: GIth ¼ 0.447 kJ/m2 [44],
GIIc ¼ 1.93 kJ/m2 [44]
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the delaminating area emerge in a thick matrix region (i.e., inter-
laminar region) subject to complex shearing.

All comparison analysis mentioned-above indicate that the
experimental and numerical results in Sections 3 and 4 are
reasonable. However, further steps related to the development of
more detailedmodels, taking into account clustering, misalignment
and non-ideal shapes of CNTs, are still necessary because of the
complicated mechanism of influence of CNTs on the interlaminar
shearing properties of carbon fiber composites.

5. Conclusion

In this work, the effect of the secondary CNT reinforcement, its
distribution and content on the strength and fracture behavior of
carbon fiber/polymer composites was studied both experimentally
and numerically. The Short Beam Shearing tests had been carried
out, with SEM observations of the damage evolution in the com-
posites. In CFRP composites with virgin matrix and fiber sizing, the
following damage mechanism was observed. The samples delami-
nated soon after they get into nonlinear stage in load-deflection
curves. The delamination cracks dominate the interlaminar shear
strength of this type of composites. The cracks propagate along the
fibers interfaces in the direction along fiber axes. Then, delami-
nated layers subject to compression load broke which caused final
failure of the whole materials.

Adding CNTs into the fiber sizing improves the fiber/matrix
interface bonding. If the CNTs are added only to fiber sizing (and the
matrix remains CNT-free), the delamination damage begins in the
interface between fiber sizing and matrix, and is strongly influ-
enced by the distribution and parameters of CNTs in the sizing.

CNTs in matrix improve the bonding capacity of fiber sizing and
matrix, the material toughness and resistance to the delaminating
crack propagation. Adding CNTs into the matrix leads to the long
nonlinear stage on the load-deflection curves and ensures the high
strength of the material. The addition of CNTs in the matrix (with
virgin sizing) leads to the increase of ILSS by 77%. The addition of
CNT in the fiber sizing (keeping matrix CNTs free) increases the
toughness by 36%e53%. The addition of both CNTS in fiber sizing
and in matrix leads to the increase in the ILSS by 42%e88%.
Computational simulations led to similar estimations.

Summarizing, one can state that adding secondary CNTs nano-
reinforcement into the matrix and sizing of carbon fiber/reinforced
composites ensures strong increase of the composite strength. High
volume content of CNTs in the sizing is better than lower content.
The effect of secondary CNTs reinforcement is strongest when some
small addition of CNTs in the polymer matrix is complemented by
the fiber sizing with high content of CNTs.
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